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1. Introduction
We rst explain geometric structures of non-at complex space forms. Next we
characterize geodesic spheres with suciently small radii in a complex hyperbolic
space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c(< 0) by using their geometric
three properties. These properties are based on their contact forms, geodesics and
shape operators. These geodesic spheres are the only examples of all homogeneous
real hypersurfaces which are of nonnegative sectional curvature in this ambient
space (for details, see [13]).
We denote by fMn(c) a complex n-dimensional complete and simply connected
Kahler manifold of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c( 6= 0), namely it
is holomorphically isometric to either an n-dimensional complex projective space
CP n(c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c or an n-dimensional complex
hyperbolic space CHn(c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c according
as c is positive or negative, which is called an n-dimensional nonat complex space
form of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c.
In the theory of real hypersurfaces M2n 1 isometrically immersed into fMn(c),
hypersurfaces of type (A) are the most important examples (see Section 3).
When c > 0, every hypersurface of type (A) is of nonnegative sectional curvature
(see Proposition A). On the contrary, the horosphere, which is a typical example
of hypersurfaces of type (A) in CHn(c), has the sectional curvature K with 3c=4 5
K 5  c=4. Motivated by this fact, we are interested in nonnegatively curved
hypersurfaces of type (A) in CHn(c).
We shall classify nonnegatively curved hypersurfacesM2n 1 of type (A) in CHn(c)
(cf. Remark 3(3)) and characterize them in terms of the extrinsic shape of some
geodesics of M , the exterior dierentiation d of the contact form  on M and
the weakly -invariance of the shape operator A of M in this ambient space (see
Theorems 1, 2 and 3).
Our motivation is mainly based on the following three facts on real hypersurfaces
M .
(1) There exist no real hypersurfaces M all of whose geodesics are mapped to
circles in a nonat complex space form fMn(c); n = 2.
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(2) There exist no real hypersurfaces M with closed contact form , namely
there does not exist an open (non-empty) subset U on each real hypersurface
M in a nonat complex space form fMn(c); n = 2 such that d = 0 on U .
(3) There exist no real hypersurfaces M with strongly -invariant shape oper-
ator A in CHn(c); n = 2, that is, there does not exist M satisfying that
g(AX; Y ) = g(AX; Y ) for all vectors X; Y on M in the ambient space
CHn(c).
Here, (; ; ; g) is the almost contact metric structure on M induced from the
Kahler structure (J; g) of the ambient space fMn(c); n = 2.
Inspired by the above three Facts (1), (2) and (3), we shall prove the following
three theorems.
Theorem 1. A connected real hypersurface M2n 1 isometrically immersed into
CHn(c); n = 2 is locally congruent to a geodesic sphere G(r) of radius r all of
whose sectional curvatures are nonnegative if and only if at every point p ofM , there
exists a positive constant k(p) with k(p) =
pjcj such that all geodesics i = i(s)
on M with i(0) = p; _i(0) = vi (1 5 i 5 2n   2) are mapped to circles of the
same curvature k(p) in the ambient space CHn(c) for some orthonormal vectors
v1; : : : ; v2n 2(2 TpM) orthogonal to the characteristic vector p. Here, the function
k = k(p) is automatically constant on M .
We note that all sectional curvatures of a geodesic sphere G(r) are nonnegative
if and only if its radius satises 0 < r 5 log 3=
pjcj .
Theorem 2. A connected real hypersurface M2n 1 isometrically immersed into
CHn(c); n = 2 is locally congruent to a geodesic sphere G(r) of radius r with 0 <
r 5 log 3=
pjcj if and only if it satises the following conditions:
(1) There exists a positive constant k such that M satises either d(X; Y ) =
kg(X;Y ) for all X;Y 2 TM or d(X; Y ) =  kg(X;Y ) for all X;Y 2
TM ;
(2) There exists a point x 2M where M is nonnegatively curved.
In Theorems 1 and 2, k is expressed as: k = (
pjcj =2) coth(pjcj r=2), so that
k =
pjcj and the radius r of G(r) is given by r = (1=pjcj )flog(2k +pjcj )  
log(2k  pjcj )g.
Theorem 3. A connected real hypersurface M2n 1 isometrically immersed into
CHn(c); n = 2 is locally congruent to a geodesic sphere G(r) of radius r with 0 <
r 5 log 3=
pjcj if and only if it satises the following conditions:
(1) M is a Hopf hypersurface with weakly -invariant shape operator A;
(2) There exists a point x 2M where M is nonnegatively curved.
In Theorem 3, the condition that the shape operator A ofM is weakly -invariant
means that g(AX; Y ) = g(AX; Y ) holds for all vectors X and Y orthogonal to
the characteristic vector  of M .
Theorem 1 gives a geometric meaning of Theorems 2 and 3.
The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professor Sadahiro Maeda
for his valuable suggestions and encouragement during the preparation of this thesis.
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2. Geometric structures of nonflat complex space forms
In this paper, we put n = 2. Let S2n+1 be a (2n+1)-dimensional unit sphere
immersed into a (n+1)-dimensional complex Euclid space Cn+1(= R2n+2). This
unit sphere is expressed as:
S2n+1(1) = f(z0; z1;    ; zn) 2 Cn+1 j
nX
i=0
jzij2 = 1g:
We here take the Hermitian form:
 z; w =
nX
i=0
ziwi
for z = (z0; z1;    ; zn); w = (w0; w1;    ; wn) 2 Cn+1: Further we dene the inner
product in Cn+1 by
hz; wi = Re z; w  (= Re(
nX
i=0
ziwi)):
We now dene the equivalence relation \" on the unit sphere. To do so, we
dene \z  w" which is given by (z) = (w) for any points z and z = eiw on
S2n+1 with some  2 [0; 2), where the mapping  : S2n+1 ! CP n is the so-called
Hopf bration.
Using the equivalence relation \", we obtain a quotient space CP n := S2n+1= .
It is well-known that the space CP n has constant holomorphic sectional curvature
4.
In general, we can consider the Hopf bration  : S2n+1(c=4) ! CP n(c). Here,
these spaces S2n+1(c=4) and CP n(c) are (2n + 1)-dimensional sphere of constant
sectional curvature c=4 and n-dimensional complex projective space of constant
holomorphic sectional curvature c, respectively.
We shall explain the Riemannian connection er on CP n(4) in detail. In our
computation, we identify a vector X on CP n(4) and its horizontal lift with the
Hopf bration  : S2n+1(1) ! CP n(4). Let r be at Riemannian connection on
Cn+1: Then
rXN = X for X 2 TCn+1:
Here, N is the position vector on the unit sphere S2n+1.
We denote by er the Riemannian connection on CP n(4). In the following, for
any X,Y2 T (CP n(4)) we use the same notation by X; Y the horizontal vectors of
X and Y on S2n+1. Then we can write the following:erXY = rXY   hrXY;NiN   hrXY; JNiJN
= rXY + hY;rXNiN + hY;rX(JN )iJN
= rXY + hX;Y iN + hJX; Y iJN :
In the following, we study the Hopf bration  : S2n+1(c=4) ! CP n(c) for each
positive c. Note that the radius r of the sphere of S2n+1(c=4) satises r2 = 4=c. It
is well-known that the sectional curvature eK of CP n(c) has sharp inequalities c=4 5eK 5 c. In fact, eK(X; JX) = c and eK(X; Y ) = c=4 for any X; Y (6= 0) 2 TCP n(c)
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with hX; Y i = hX; JY i = 0. Moreover, the curvature tensor eR is expressed as
follows:
h eR(X; Y )Z;W )i = c
4
(hY; ZihX;W i   hX;ZihY;W i+ hJY; ZihJX;W i(2.1)
  hJX;ZihJY;W i+ 2hX; JY ihJZ;W i):
Next, we explain the geometric structure of an n-dimensional complex hyperbolic
space CHn(c). Without loss of generality we put c =  4. Now, let H2n+11 be
an anti-De Sitter space immersed into a (n+1)-dimensional complex Euclid space
Cn+1(= R2n+2). We here take in Cn+1 the Hermitian form
 z; w =  z0w0 +
nX
i=1
ziwi
for z = (z0; z1;    ; zn); w = (w0; w1;    ; wn) 2 Cn+1. Then, this anti-De Sitter
space H2n+11 ( 1) is expressed as:
H2n+11 ( 1) = f(z0; z1;    ; zn) 2 Cn+1j   z0z0 +
nX
i=1
zizi =  1g
= fz 2 Cn+1j  z; z =  1g:
Further, we dene the inner product h ; i by hz; wi = Re  z; w . Note that
h ; i is an inner product in Cn+1 but not positive denite.
We now dene the equivalence relation \" on the anti-De sitter space. To do so,
we dene \z  w" which is given by (z) = (w), i.e., z = eiw on H2n+11 with some
 2 [0; 2), where the mapping  : H2n+11 ! CHn is also called the Hopf bration.
Using the equivalence relation \", we obtain a quotient space CHn := H2n+11 = .
It is well-known that the space CHn has constant holomorphic sectional curvature
-4.
In general, we can consider the Hopf bration  : H2n+11 (c=4) ! CHn(c). Here,
these spaces H2n+11 (c=4) and CHn(c) are (2n+1)-dimensional anti-De sitter space
of constant sectional curvature c/4 and n-dimensional complex hyperbolic space of
constant holomorphic sectinal curvature c, respectively.
Next we consider the Hopf bration  : H2n+11 ( 1) ! CHn( 4), where the
sectional curvature eK of CHn( 4) satises  4 5 eK 5  1. Namely,
CHn( 4) = H2n+11 ( 1)=  :
When N is the position vector on H2n+11 ( 1), hN ;Ni =  1.
Of course,
hJN ; JNi = hp 1N ;p 1Ni
= hN ;Ni =  1:
Therefore
T(z)(CHn( 4)) = fw 2 Cn+1 j  w;N = 0g
= fw 2 Cn+1 j hw;Ni = hw; JNi = 0g:
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Here, CHn( 4) is a Riemannian manifold. Further er denotes the Riemannian
connection in CHn( 4) and r denotes the linear connection in Cn+1 with
hz; wi = Re z; w = Re( z0w0 +
nX
i=1
ziwi):
Then, for any vector elds X;Y on CHn( 4) we have
erXY = rXY   hrXY;NihN ;Ni N   hrXY; JNihJN ; JNi JN
= rXY + hrXY;NiN + hrXY; JNiJN
= rXY   hY;rXNiN   hY;rX(JN )iJN
= rXY   hY;XiN   hJX; Y iJN ;
so that erXY = rXY   hX; Y iN   hJX; Y iJN :
So, for any negative constant c we can treat the Hopf bration  : H2n+11 (c=4) !
CHn(c), where the sectional curvature eK of CHn(c) satises c 5 eK 5 c=4. In the
following, fMn(c) is CP n(c) or CHn(c) according as c > 0 or c < 0. Here fMn(c) is
an n(= 2)-dimensional non-at complex space form. Naturally, Cn is a at complex
space form.
3. Preliminaries
Let M2n 1 be a real hypersurface with a unit normal local vector eld N of
an n(= 2)-dimensional nonat complex space form fMn(c) through an isometric
immersion. The ambient space fMn(c) is furnished with the standard Riemannian
metric g and the canonical Kahler structure J . The Riemannian connections er offMn(c) and r of M are related by the following formulas of Gauss and Weingarten:
(3.1) erXY = rXY + g(AX; Y )N ;
(3.2) erXN =  AX
for arbitrary vector elds X and Y on M , where g is the Riemannian metric of
M induced from the standard metric of the ambient space fMn(c) and A is the
shape operator of M in fMn(c). An eigenvector of the shape operator A is called
a principal curvature vector of M in fMn(c) and an eigenvalue of A is called a
principal curvature ofM in fMn(c). We denote by V the eigenspace associated with
the principal curvature , namely we set V = fv 2 TM jAv = vg.
On M it is well-known that an almost contact metric structure (; ; ; g) associ-
ated with N is canonically induced from the Kahler structure (J; g) of the ambient
space fMn(c), which is dened by
g(X; Y ) = g(JX; Y );  =  JN and (X) = g(;X) = g(JX;N ):
It follows from (3.1), (3.2) and erJ = 0 that
(3.3) rX = AX:
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Indeed, we have
rX = rX( JN ) =  erX(JN ) + g(AX; JN )N
=  J erXN   g(JAX;N )N = JAX   g(JAX;N )N
= AX:
Next,we shall show
(3.4) (rX)Y = (Y )AX   g(AX; Y ):
In fact, we get
(rX)Y = rX(Y )  (rXY )
= rX(JY   (Y )N )  (rXY )
= erX(JY   (Y )N )  g(AX; JY   (Y )N )N   (rXY )
= J erXY   erX((Y )N )  g(AX; Y )N   (rXY )
= J(rXY + g(AX; Y )N )  (erX((Y )))N
  (Y )erXN   g(X;AY )N   (rXY )
= J(rXY + g(AX; Y )N )  (X((Y )))N   (Y )erXN
  g(AY;X)N   (rXY )
= J(rXY ) + g(AX; Y )JN  X(g(; Y ))N   (Y )erXN
  g(AY;X)N   (rXY )
= (rXY ) + (rXY )N   g(AX; Y )   g(rX; Y )N
  g(;rXY )N + (Y )AX   g(AY;X)N   (rXY )
=  g(AX; Y )   g(AX; Y )N + (Y )AX   g(AY;X)N
=  g(AX; Y ) + g(X;AY )N + (Y )AX   g(AY;X)N
= (Y )AX   g(AX; Y ):
We shall verify the Gauss equation of an isometric immersion of M2n 1 into the
ambient space fMn(c). To do so, we here recall the equation of Gauss in a general
form:
g(R(X;Y )Z;W ) = g( eR(X; Y )Z;W ) + g(AY;Z)g(AX;W )  g(AX;Z)g(AY;W )
for any X; Y; Z and W 2 TM . On the other hand, for these vectors X;Y; Z and W
the curvature tensor eR of fMn(c) along M2n 1 is expressed as:
g( eR(X; Y )Z;W ) = (c=4)fg(Y; Z)g(X;W )  g(X;Z)g(Y;W ) + g(Y; Z)g(X;W )
  g(X;Z)g(Y;W ) + 2g(Y;X)g(Z;W )g:
By virtue of these two equalities we see the following Gauss equation:
g(R(X;Y )Z;W ) = (c=4)fg(Y; Z)g(X;W )  g(X;Z)g(Y;W )(3.5)
+ g(Y; Z)g(X;W )  g(X;Z)g(Y;W )  2g(X; Y )g(Z;W )g
+ g(AY;Z)g(AX;W )  g(AX;Z)g(AY;W ):
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In the following, we denote by K the sectional curvature of our real hypersurface
M . Hence, in view of (3.5) we see that the sectional curvature K(X;Y ) of the real
plane spanned by a pair (X;Y ) of orthonormal vectors is given by
(3.6) K(X; Y ) = (c=4)
 
1 + 3g(X; Y )2

+ g(AX;X)g(AY; Y )  g(AX; Y )2:
The following is called the equation of Codazzi:
(3.7) (rXA)Y   (rYA)X = (c=4)((X)Y   (Y )X   2g(X; Y )):
We next check Equation (3.7). We here recall the equation of Codazzi in a general
form:
g( eR(X; Y )Z;N ) = g((rXA)Y   (rYA)X;Z)
for all vectors X; Y and Z 2 TM . On the other hand, we obtain
g( eR(X; Y )Z;N ) = c
4
fg(Y; Z)g(X;N )  g(X;Z)g(Y;N ) + g(JY; Z)g(JX;N )
  g(JX;Z)g(JY;N ) + 2g(JY;X)g(JZ;N )g
=
c
4
fg(JY; Z)(X)  g(JX;Z)(Y ) + 2g(JX; Y )g(JN ; Z)g
=
c
4
g((X)JY   (Y )JX + 2g(JX; Y )JN ; Z)
=
c
4
g((X)(Y + g(; Y )N )  (Y )(X + g(;X)N )
  2g(X + g(;X)N ; Y )); Z)
=
c
4
g((X)Y   (Y )X   2g(X; Y ); Z):
In consideration of these two equations we get (3.7).
We usually call M a Hopf hypersurface if the characteristic vector  is a principal
curvature vector at each point of M . Note that every tube of a suciently small
constant radius around each Kahler submanifold of fMn(c) is a Hopf hypersurface.
Lemma A ([12, 9]). Let M be a Hopf hypsurface of a nonat complex space formfMn(c); n = 2. Then the following hold.
(1) If a nonzero vector v 2 TM orthogonal to  satises Av = v, then (2  
)Av = ( + (c=2))v, where  is the principal curvature associated with
. In particular, when c > 0, we have Av =
 
(+ (c=2))=(2  )v.
(2) The principal curvature  associated with  is constant locally.
Proof. We adopt the discussion in the proof of this lemma in [14].
(1) It follows from (3.3) and A =  that
(rXA) = rX(A)  ArX = rX()  ArX(3.8)
= (rX) + rX   ArX
= (X) + (I   A)AX for 8X 2TM:
This, together with (3.7), shows
(3.9) X = g((rXA); ) = g((rA)X; ):
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So, from g((rA)X; )g((rA);X) = ()(X) we see that X = 0 for all vectors
X perpendicular to , so that grad  = ().
Now, using (3.8) and (3.9), we have
g((rXA)Y; ) = g((rXA); Y )(3.10)
= g((X) + (I   A)AX; Y )
= (X)g(; Y ) + g(I   A)AX; Y )
= ()(X)(Y ) + g((I   A)AX; Y ):
Exchanging X and Y in (3.10) and subtracting these equations, we compute
g((rXA)Y; )  g((rYA)X; ) = g((I   A)AX; Y )  g((I   A)AY;X):
This, combined with (3.7), implies
(c=2)g(X;Y ) = g((I   A)AX; Y )  g((I   A)AY;X)
=  g(X;A(I   A)Y )  g(X; (I   A)AY )
for all X;Y 2 TM . Thus we can see that
(3.11) AA  (=2)(A+ A)  (c=4) = 0:
Statement (1) is an immediate consequence of (3.11).
(2) Let  = . Then grad  =  (see the proof of Statement (1)). We have
g(rX(grad ); Y )  g(rY (grad ); X)
= X(g(grad ; Y ))  g(grad ;rXY )  Y (g(grad ;X))
+ g(grad ;rYX)
= XY    Y X   g(grad ;rXY  rYX)
= ([X; Y ]  (rXY  rYX)) = 0:
This, together  = , yields
0 = g(rX(grad ); Y )  g(rY (grad ); X)(3.12)
= g(rX(); Y )  g(rY (); X)
= X(Y ) + g(AX; Y )  Y (X)  g(AY;X)
= (X)(Y )  (Y )(X) + g((A+ A)X; Y ):
Setting Y =  in (3.12), we get 0 = X   ()(X), where we have used A = 
and  = 0. Thus we see that X = ()(X) for all vectors X. Similarly
Y  = (Y ) for all vectors Y . This, combined with (3.12), shows
(3.13) ()(A+ A) = 0:
Note that Equation (3.13) is a key in the proof of Statement (2). In the following,
we suppose that  6= 0 at some point. Then it follows from (3.13) that A+A = 0
in a suciently small neighborhood of this point. So, from (3.11) we know that
A2 + (c=4) = 0. Now, applying this equation to a principal curvature vector X
orthogonal to  where  is the principal curvature for X, we get
0 = (A2 + (c=4)I)X = (2 + (c=4))X;
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where  is the principal curvature for X. Hence 2 + (c=4) = 0. Then we obtain
a contradiction in the case of c > 0. Thus we nd that grad  = 0, namely  is
constant locally on M when c is positive.
Therefore the rest of the proof is to verify that  = 0 also holds on M in the
case of c < 0. Suppose that A+A = 0. So we can use (A2+(c=4)I) = 0. Hence
0 = (rX((A2 + (c=4)I)))Y(3.14)
= (rX)(A2 + (c=4)I)Y + (rXA)AY + A(rXA)Y
= (rX)(A2Y + (c=4)Y ) + (rXA)AY + A(rXA)Y:
Thus, from (3.4) Equation (3.14) becomes
0 = (A2Y + (c=4)Y )AX   g(AX;A2Y + (c=4)Y )
+ (rXA)AY + A(rXA)Y
= (2 + (c=4))(Y )AX   g((A3 + (c=4)A)X; Y ) + (rXA)AY
+ A(rXA)Y:
Applying  to this equality, we get
(3.15) ((2 + (c=4))(Y )AX) + 2((rXA)AY ) + 2(A(rXA)Y ) = 0:
The second term of (3.15) is rewritten as:
2((rXA)AY ) =  (rXA)AY + g((rXA)AY; ):
It follows from (3.8), g((rXA)Y; Z) = g(Y; (rXA)Z) and A2 =  (c=4) that
g((rXA)AY; ) = g(AY; (rXA))
= g(AY; (X) + (I   A)AX)
= ((X)(Y ) + g((I   A)AX;AY ))
= (X)(Y ) + g(AAX; Y )  g(A2AX; Y )
= (X)(Y ) + (c=4)g(X; Y ) + (c=4)g(AX; Y ):
Again using 2X =  X + g(X; ), we can rewrite the third term of (3.15) as
2(A(rXA)Y ) =  A(rXA)Y + g(A(rXA)Y; );
and by direct computation, using (3.10), we see that
g(A(rXA)Y; ) = g((rXA)Y;A)
= g((rXA)Y; )
= (X)(Y ) + 2g(AX; Y )  (c=4)g(X; Y ):
Then by all of the above computation we know that
(rXA)AY+A(rXA)Y = 2(X)(Y )(3.16)
+ (2 + (c=4))(g(AX; Y ) + (Y )AX):
Here, exchanging X and Y in (3.16) and subtracting these equations, from (3.7)
and the equality A+ A = 0 we know that
(rXA)AY   (rYA)AX = (c=2)g(X; Y ) + 2((Y )AX(3.17)
  (X)AY ):
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Taking the inner product of (rXA)AY and Z, from the symmetry of A, A+A = 0
and (3.7) we have
g((rXA)AY;Z) = g(AY; (rXA)Z)
= g(AY; (rZA)X)
+ (c=4)((X)g(AY; Z)  (Z)g(AX; Y ) + 2(Y )g(X;Z)):
Exchanging X and Y in this equation and subtracting the two equations, we obtain
g((rXA)AY;Z)  g((rYA)AX;Z) = g(AY; (rZA)X)
  g(AX; (rZA)Y ) + (c=4)((X)g(AY;Z)  (Y )g(AX;Z))
+ (c=2)((Y )g(X;Z)  (X)g(Y; Z)):
Then the coecient of X on the right hand side of this equation is
(rZA)AY   A(rZA)Y + (c=4)(g(AY;Z)   (Y )AZ)(3.18)
+ (c=2)((Y )Z   g(Y; Z)):
On the other hand, taking the inner product of (3.17) and Z, we nd that the
coecient of X on the right hand side is
 (c=2)(Z)Y + 2((Y )AZ   g(AY; Z)):
This, together with (3.18), yields
(rZA)AY   A(rZA)Y = (2   (c=4))(Y )AZ
  (c=2)((Y )Z + (Z)Y + g(Y; Z))  (2   (c=4))g(AY;Z):
Replacing Z with X in this equation, we have
(rXA)AY A(rXA)Y(3.19)
= (2   (c=4))((Y )AX   g(AX; Y ))
  (c=2)((Y )X + (X)Y + g(Y;X)):
It follows from (3.16) and (3.19) that
(rXA)AY = (X)(Y ) + (c=4)g(AX; Y ) + 2(Y )AX(3.20)
  (c=4)((Y )X + (X)Y + g(Y;X)):
Also recall that AA = (c=4). Replacing Y by AY in (3.20), we get
(rXA)A2Y = 2(X)(Y ) + (c2=16)g(X; Y )(3.21)
+ 3(Y )AX   (c2=4)(Y )X   (c=4)(X)AY
  (c=4)g(AY;X):
We note that (A2 + (c=4)I)Y = (2 + (c=4))(Y ), since (A2 + (c=4)I) = 0. This
shows that A2Y = ( c=4)Y + (2 + (c=4))(Y ). So we can compute directly the
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following equalities.
(rXA)A2Y = ( c=4)(rXA)Y + (2 + (c=4))(Y )(rXA)
= ( c=4)(rXA)Y + (2 + (c=4))(Y )(X)
+ (2 + (c=4))(Y )AX   (2 + (c=4))(c=4)(Y )X
= ( c=4)(rXA)Y + 2(X)(Y ) + (c=4)(X)(Y )
+ 3(Y )AX + (c=4)(Y )AX   (c2=4)(Y )X
  (c2=16)(Y )X:
This, combined with (3.21), shows
(rXA)Y = (X)(Y ) + ((X)AY + (Y )AX(3.22)
+ g(AX; Y )) + (c=4)(g(Y;X)   (Y )X):
We shall compute (R(X;X)  A)Z for each X orthogonal to  by using (3.22),
which is dened by
(3.23) (R(X;X)  A)Z = R(X;X)(AZ)  A(R(X;X)Z);
where R is the curvature tensor of our real hypersurface M . By direct calculation
we nd
rX((rXA)Z)(3.24)
= rX(((Z)AX + g(AX;Z)) + (c=4)(g(Z; X)
  (Z)2X))
= (g(rXZ; )AX + g(Z;rX)AX + (Z)rX(AX)
+ g(rX(AX); Z) + g(AX;rXZ) + g(AX;Z)rX)
+ (c=4)(g(rXX;Z) + g(X;rXZ) + g(X;Z)rX
+ g(rX; Z)X + g(;rXZ)X + (Z)rXX);
where we have used X = (X). Here, from (3.22) we see that
rX(AX) = A(rXX) + (rXA)X = A(rXX) + g(AX;X):
Then we rewrite (3.24) as:
rX((rXA)Z)(3.25)
= (g(rXZ; )AX + g(Z; AX)AX + (Z)A(rXX)
+ g(AX;X)(Z) + g(A(rXX); Z) + g(AX;X)(Z)
+ g(AX;rXZ) + g(AX;Z)AX)
+ (c=4)(g(rXX;Z) + g(X;rXZ) + g(X;Z)AX
+ g(AX;Z)X + g(;rXZ)X + (Z)rXX):
Moreover, we have similarly
(rXA)(rXZ) = (g(rXZ; )AX + g(AX;rXZ))(3.26)
+ (c=4)(g(rXZ;X) + g(;rXZ)X)
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and
(rrXXA)Z(3.27)
=  g(AX;X)(Z) + ((Z)ArXX   g(AX;X)AZ
  (Z)g(rXX; ) + g(ArXX;Z)   g(rXX; )(Z))
+ (c=4)(g(Z;rXX)   (Z)g(rXX; ) + (Z)rXX
  (Z)g(rXX; )):
We now dene
N(X;Z) = (rXrXA rrXXA)Z
= rX((rXA)Z)  (rXA)(rXZ)  (rrXXA)Z:
This, together with (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27), implies
N(X;Z) = g(AX;X)(Z)(3.28)
+ (g(Z; AX)AX + g(AX;Z)AX + g(AX;X)AZ)
+ (c=4)(g(X;Z)AX + g(AX;Z)X   2(Z)g(AX;X)):
Since X is perpendicular to , by the denition of N we get
N(X;Z) = ( rXrXA+rrXXA)Z
= (R(X;X)  A)Z   (rXrXA rrXXA)Z;
so that
(R(X;X)  A)Z = N(X;Z) +N(X;Z):
On the other hand, from (3.28) we know that
N(X;Z) =  g(AX;X)(Z)
+ (g(Z;AX)AX + g(AX;Z)AX   g(AX;X)AZ)
+ (c=4)(g(X;Z)AX + g(AX;Z)X   2(Z)g(X;AX)):
Hence
(R(X;X)  A)Z = (c=4)(g(X;Z)AX + g(X;AZ)X   g(X;Z)AX
+ g(X;AZ)X):
Now let feig be an orthonormal basis of ?. Then we haveX
(R(ei; ei)  A)Z = (c=4)(AZ + AZ   AZ + AZ)(3.29)
= cAZ:
On the other hand,here we have used AA = (c=4).
It follows from (3.5) that
R(ei; ei) = Aei ^ Aei + (c=4)(ei ^ ei + ei ^ 2ei + 2g(ei; 2ei))
= Aei ^ Aei + (c=2)(ei ^ ei)  (c=2):
Since (R(ei; ei)  A)Z = R(ei; ei)(AZ)  AR(ei; ei)Z,X
(R(ei; ei)  A)Z =
X
R(ei; ei)(AZ) 
X
AR(ei; ei)Z:
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In particular, we have the following by direct calculation for fe1;    ; e2n 2; e2n 1 =
g.
R(ei; ei)(AZ) = (Aei ^ Aei)(AZ) + (c=2)(ei ^ ei)(AZ)  (c=2)AZ
= g(Aei; AZ)Aei   g(Aei; AZ)Aei + (c=2)g(ei; AZ)ei
  (c=2)g(ei; AZ)ei   (c=2)AZ:
2n 1X
i=1
R(ei; ei)(AZ) =
2n 2X
i=1
R(ei; ei)(AZ) +R(e2n 1; e2n 1)(AZ)
=
2n 2X
i=1
R(ei; ei)(AZ)
=
2n 2X
i=1
fg(Aei; AZ)Aei   g(Aei; AZ)Aei + c
2
g(ei; AZ)ei
  c
2
g(ei; AZ)eig   c
2
(2n  2)AZ
= AA2Z   AA2Z   c
2
AZ   c
2
AZ   (n  1)cAZ
=  2n+ 1
2
cAZ:
R(ei; ei)Z = (Aei ^ Aei)Z + (c=2)(ei ^ ei)Z   (c=2)Z
= g(Aei; Z)Aei   g(Aei; Z)Aei + (c=2)g(ei; Z)ei
  (c=2)g(ei; Z)ei   (c=2)Z:
2n 1X
i=1
AR(ei; ei)Z =
2n 2X
i=1
AR(ei; ei)Z + AR(e2n 1; e2n 1)Z
=
2n 2X
i=1
AR(ei; ei)Z
= A
2n 2X
i=1
fg(Aei; Z)Aei   g(Aei; Z)Aei + c
2
g(ei; Z)  c
2
g(ei; Z)eig
  c
2
(2n  2)AZ
=  A2AZ   A2AZ   c
2
AZ   c
2
AZ   c
2
(2n  2)AZ
=  2n+ 1
2
AZ:
Therefore
2n 1X
i=1
(R(ei; ei)  A)Z =  2n+ 1
2
cAZ   ( 2n+ 1
2
)cAZ
=  (2n+ 1)cAZ:
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We see that
(3.30)
X
(R(ei; ei)  A)Z =  c(2n+ 1)AZ:
For all tangent vectors Z, from (3.29) and (3.30) we nd that
2c(n+ 1)AZ = 0;
so that A = 0. This implies that AX = (AX) for all X 2 TM . Hence, from
(3.3) we know that
(rXA)Y = rX(AY )  ArXY 2 spanfg;
which, together with (3.7), yields
(c=4)((X)Y   (Y )X) 2 spanfg:
Putting Y =  in this equation, we can see that ( c=4)X 2 spanfg for all
X 2 TM . Thus we obtain a contradiction. Therefore, in the case of c < 0 we
conclude that  is constant locally on M . 
The discussion in the proof of Lemma A gives the following fundamental fact in
the study of real hypersurfaces in fMn(c); n = 2.
Lemma B. There exist no real hypersurfaces with A+A = 0 in a nonat complex
space form fMn(c); n = 2.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a real hypersurfaces with A+A = 0 in the any
open set U of fMn(c).
A =  A = 0
Therefore this real hypersurface is a Hopf hypersurface. But by virtue of the proof
of Lemma A we see that there exist no such real hypersurfaces, which is a contra-
diction. Therefore we obtain the desired result. 
We recall the following real hypersurfaces which are the simplest examples of
Hopf hypersurfaces.
When c > 0,
(A1) a geodesic sphere G(r) of radius r (0 < r < =
p
c ) in CP n(c),
(A2) a tube of radius r (0 < r < =
p
c ) around a totally geodesic complex
submanifold CP `(c) with 1 5 ` 5 n 2 in CP n(c).
When c < 0,
(A0) a horosphere HS in CHn(c),
(A1;0) a geodesic sphere G(r) of radius r (0 < r <1) in CHn(c),
(A1;1) a tube of radius r (0 < r <1) around a totally geodesic complex hypersur-
face CHn 1(c) in CHn(c),
(A2) a tube of radius r (0 < r <1) around a totally geodesic complex submani-
fold CH`(c) with 1 5 ` 5 n 2.
Unifying these real hypersurfaces in fMn(c); n = 2, we call them hypersurfaces of
type (A). The following shows the importance of hypersurfaces of type (A) in the
theory of real hypersurfaces in fMn(c) (for example, see [12, 14]).
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Theorem A. For every real hyersurface M in a nonat complex space form fMn(c),
n = 2, the length of the derivative of the shape operator A of M satises krAk2 =
(c2=4)(n  1) > 0 at its each point. In particular, krAk2 = (c2=4)(n  1) holds on
M if and only if M is locally congruent to a hypersurface of type (A).
The following is a well-known characterization of hypersurfaces of type (A) infMn(c) (cf. [14]).
Lemma C. Let M be a connected real hypersurface in a nonat complex space formfMn(c); n = 2. Then M is locally congruent to a hypersurface of type (A) if and only
if A = A holds on M , where A is the shape operator of M in this ambient space
and  is the structure tensor on M .
It is well-known that every hypersurface of type (A) is a homogeneous real hy-
persurface in fMn(c), namely it is an orbit of some subgroup of the isometry group
I(fMn(c)) of the ambient space fMn(c).
The following gives information on sectional curvatures of all hypersurfaces of
type (A) in CP n(c) (for example, see [8]).
Proposition A. The sectional curvature K of hypersurfaces of type (A) with radius
r (0 < r < =
p
c ) in CP n(c); n = 2 satises the following inequalities:
(A1) (c=4) cot
2(
p
c r=2) 5 K 5 c+ (c=4) cot2(pc r=2);
(A2) 0 5 K 5 c+ (c=4)maxfcot2(
p
c r=2); tan2(
p
c r=2)g.
Note that these estimations in Proposition A are sharp.
For the later use we recall the classication theorem of homogeneous Hopf hy-
persurfaces in CHn(c).
Theorem B ([4]). Let M2n 1 be a connected Hopf hypersurface of CHn(c); n = 2.
Then all of the principal curvatures of M are constant if and only if M is locally
congruent to either a homogeneous real hypersurface of type (A) (i.e., a hypersurface
of type (A)) or a homogeneous real hypersurface of type (B) (i.e., a tube of radius
r (0 < r <1) around a totally real totally geodesic RHn(c=4) which is the real part
of CHn(c)).
Remark 1. Every homogeneous real hypersurface in CP n(c) is a Hopf hypersurface.
But, in CHn(c) there exist many homogeneous non-Hopf hypersurfaces as well as
many homogeneous Hopf hypersurfaces (cf. [15, 5]).
A homogeneous real hypersurface of type (B) with radius r = (1=
pjcj ) loge(2 +p
3 ) has two distinct constant principal curvatures 1 =  =
p
3jcj =2 and 2 =pjcj =(2p3 ). Except for this real hypersurface, the numbers of distinct principal
curvatures of homogeneous Hopf hypersurfaces are 2; 2; 2; 3; 3, respectively. The
principal curvatures of these real hypersurfaces in CHn(c) are given as follows (see
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[4]):
(A0) (A1;0) (A1;1) (A2) (B)
1
p
jcj
2
p
jcj
2 coth(
p
jcj
2 r
 pjcj
2 tanh(
p
jcj
2 r
 pjcj
2 coth(
p
jcj
2 r
 pjcj
2 coth(
p
jcj
2 r

2 | | |
p
jcj
2 tanh(
p
jcj
2 r
 pjcj
2 tanh(
p
jcj
2 r


pjcj pjcj coth(pjcj r) pjcj coth(pjcj r) pjcj coth(pjcj r) pjcj tanh(pjcj r)
4. Real hypersurfaces some of whose geodesics are mapped to
circles in a complex hyperbolic space
First of all we explain the background of Fact (1) in Introduction. We review
the denition of circles in Riemannian geometry. A smooth real curve  = (s)
parametrized by its arclength s on a Riemannian manifold M with Riemannian
connection r is called a circle of curvature k if there exist a nonnegative constant
k and the unit vector eld Ys orthogonal to the tangential vector _ along the curve
 satisfying the ordinary dierential equations:
r _ _ = kYs and r _Ys =  k _:
It is well-known that a curve  is a circle if and only if it satises the following
dierential equation:
(4.1) r _r _ _ + g(r _ _;r _ _) _ = 0;
where g is the Riemannian metric on M . A circle of null curvature is nothing but
a geodesic. The following is fundamental in the theory of hypersurfaces:
Proposition 1. For a connected hypersurface Mn isometrically immersed into a
Riemannian manifold fMn+1 the following three conditions are mutually equivalent.
(1) Every geodesic  on Mn is mapped to a circle in fMn+1.
(2) Every geodesic  on Mn is mapped to a circle of the same curvature which
is independent of the choice of  in fMn+1.
(3) Mn is totally umbilic in fMn+1 and Trace A is constant locally on Mn, where
A is the shape operator of Mn in fMn+1.
Proof. We suppose Condition (1). Then, from (4.1) every geodesic  of Mn, con-
sidered as a curve in the ambient space fMn+1, satises the following ordinary dif-
ferential equation:
(4.2) er _ er _ _ + g(er _ _; er _ _) _ = 0:
On the other hand, in consideration of Gauss formula: erXY = rXY +g(AX; Y )N
and Weingarten formula: erXN =  AX for the hypersurface Mn in fMn+1, we can
rewrite (4.2) as follows:
(4.3)  g(A _; _)A _ + g(A _; _)2 _ + g((r _A) _; _)N = 0:
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Hence, taking the tangential component and the normal component of (4.3) for the
hypersurace Mn in fMn+1, we obtain
(4.4) g(A _; _)A _ = g(A _; _)2 _ and g((r _A) _; _) = 0
for each geodesic  on Mn. Equation (4.4) means that
(4.5) g(AX;X)AX = g(AX;X)2X and g((rXA)X;X) = 0
for all X 2 TM with kXk = 1. Note that the former equation in (4.5) means
(4.6) g(AX;X)g(AX; Y ) = 0
for each pair of orthonormal vectors X and Y on M , which is equivalent to saying
that
(4.7) g(ApX;X)
2 is constant at each point p 2M
for every unit vector X 2 TpM .
Indeed, let f : Sn 1(1)( Rn) ! R be the dierentiable function on a subset
Sn 1(1) = fu 2 TpM jkuk = 1g dened by f(u) = g(Apu; u)2, where Ap is the shape
operator of M in fMn+1 at the point p 2 M . If v is a vector tangent to Sn 1(1)
at u (hence u ? v), we nd v(f) = 4g(Apu; u)g(Apu; v) = 0 by (4.6). Thus f is a
constant function on Sn 1(1).
Then we can set 2(p) = g(AX;X)2 for each unit vector X 2 TpM with (p) = 0
at every point p 2 M . When Mn is not totally geodesic in fMn+1, there exists a
point x 2 M with (x) > 0. Then the continuity of the function  shows that
there exists some open neighborhood Ux of the point x such that  > 0 on Ux. We
here choose a local eld of orthonormal frames e1; : : : ; en on Ux in such a way that
Aei = iei (1 5 i 5 n). Hence, from (4.7) we see that 21 = : : : = 2n = 2. In this
case, we suppose that there exist an orthonormal pair of vectors ei and ej such that
Aei = ei and Aej =  ej. Then we nd that
g(A(ei + ej)=
p
2 ; (ei + ej)=
p
2 ) = 0;
which is a contradiction. So, we know that either Aei = ei (1 5 i 5 n) or
Aei =  ei (1 5 i 5 n), which shows that every point y 2 Ux is an umbilic point.
Thus we can see that Mn is totally umbilic in fMn+1. Furthermore, the latter
equation in (4.5) yields that the function  is constant locally on M . Therefore we
get Conditions (2) and (3) in our Proposition. In this case, note that every geodesic
 on Mn is mapped to a circle of the same curvature (= 0) which is independent
of the choice of .
Conversely, we suppose Condition (3). Then we have Equation (4.5). Hence by
(4.2) we obtain Condition (1). 
The following is well-known:
Proposition 2 ([16]). There exist no totally umbilic real hypersurfaces in a nonat
complex space form fMn(c); n = 2.
Proof. Suppose that AX = X for all vectors X on M . For any vectors X and
Y orthogonal to , from the Codazzi equation (3.7) we have (X)Y   (Y )X =
(c=2)g(X;Y ), so that g(X;Y ) = 0 for all X;Y perpendicular to . This is a
contradiction. 
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By virtue of Propositions 1 and 2 we obtain Fact (1).
We shall prove Theorem 1.
(=)) First of all we remark that a geodesic sphere G(r) (0 < r <1) in CHn(c)
is of nonnegative sectional curvature if and only if the radius r satises 0 < r 5
log 3=
pjcj (for example, see the proof of Theorem 2).
Let M be a geodesic sphere G(r) of radius r all of whose sectional curvatures are
nonnegative in the ambient space CHn(c). Let  = (s) be an arbitrary geodesic
with (0) = p on our real hypersurfaceM whose initial vector _(0) is perpendicular
to the characteristic vector p. It follows from (3.3), Lemma B, the symmetry of A
and the skew-symmetry of  that
_(g( _; )) = g( _;r _) = g( _; A _) = g( _;A _)
= g(A _;  _) =  g(A _; _) = 0;
which, combined with g( _(0); (0)) = 0, shows that _(s) is orthogonal to (s) for
every s. Thus we have A _(s) = (
pjcj =2) coth(pjcj r=2) _(s) for  1 < s < 1.
This, together with (3.1) and (3.2), implies that the geodesic  is mapped to a circle
of the same positive curvature (
pjcj =2) coth(pjcj r=2) in CHn(c). Here, by the
assumption 0 < r 5 log 3=
pjcj we see (pjcj =2) coth(pjcj r=2) = pjcj . Thus we
have proved the \only if" part in our Theorem.
((=) Let i = i(s) (1 5 i 5 2n  2) be geodesics on M satisfying the condition
in the \if" part in our Theorem. Then it follows from (4.1) that
(4.8) er _i(er _i _i) =  k2(p) _i:
On the other hand, from (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain
(4.9) er _i(er _i _i) = g((r _iA) _i; _i)N   g(A _i; _i)A _i:
Comparing the tangential components of (4.8) and (4.9), we have
g(A _i(s); _i(s))A _i(s) = k
2(p) _i(s) for 1 5 i 5 2n  2;
which, combined with k(p) 6= 0, yields that Avi = k(p)vi or Avi =  k(p)vi for
1 5 i 5 2n  2 at the point p = (0). Note that  is principal. Indeed, g(A; vi) =
g(; Avi) = 0 for 1 5 i 5 2n  2. Thus we know that our real hypersurface M is a
Hopf hypersurface having at most three distinct principal curvatures ; k and  k.
We here show that the function k = k(p) is constant on M .
We rst consider the case of 2k  6= 0 at a point x0 2M . Then by the continuity
of this function it does not vanish on a suciently small neighborhood Ux0 of the
point x0. This, together with Lemma A(1), yields
k =
k + (c=2)
2k    or k =  
k + (c=2)
2k    :
Hence k is constant on the neighborhood Ux0 . We nally consider the case of
2k  = 0 at a point x0 2M . We here remark that the set fx 2M j2k  = 0g(3 x0)
is a closed subset of M . We shall show that the function 2k   vanishes identically
on some neighborhood Vx0 of the point x0. We here use reductio ad absurdum.
Suppose that there does not exist a neighborhood of the point x0 on which the
function 2k   vanishes identically. Then there exists a point sequence fxng on M
with limn!1 xn = x0 and (2k  )(xn) 6= 0 for each n. We note that the discussion
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in the case that 2k    6= 0 means that for each n the function 2k    is nonzero
constant on some suciently small neighborhood Vxn of the point xn. This, together
with the fact that every principal curvature of M is continuous on M , shows that
2k   6= 0 at the point x0 of M , which is a contradiction. Thus we can see that the
function k = k(p) is constant on M . Hence we nd that the principal curvature k
is also constant locally in the case that 2k    = 0 at some point x0 of M . Then
we know that our real hypersurface M is a Hopf hypersurface having at most three
distinct constant principal curvatures ; k and  k.
Therefore by the table of the principal curvatures of homogeneous Hopf hyper-
surfaces in CHn(c) we nd that our Hopf hypersurface M has two distinct constant
principal curvatures either ; k or ; k. Then without loss of generality M has two
distinct constant principal curvatures  and k(=
pjcj ). Therefore our discussion
guarantees that our real hypersurface M is locally congruent to a geodesic sphere
G(r) with 0 < r 5 log 3=
pjcj . Hence we have shown the \if" part in our Theorem.
So we obtain the desired statement of Theorem 1.
The discussion in the proof of Theorem 1 yields the following:
Proposition 3. Every geodesic  on a geodesic sphere G(r) (log 3=
pjcj < r <1)
whose initial vector _(0) is perpendicular to the characteristic vector (0) is mapped
to the same positive curvature k with
pjcj =2 < k < pjcj in the ambient space
CHn(c); n = 2, where k = (
pjcj =2) coth(pjcj r=2).
At the end of this section we explain the extrinsic shape    of every geodesic 
on G(r) (0 < r <1) through the natural isometric embedding  : G(r)! CHn(c)
(for details, see Proposition 3.1 in [2]).
Proposition B. For a geodesic  on G(r) (0 < r <1) in CHn(c); n = 2, through
the inclusion mapping  : G(r)! CHn(c) the curve    is as follows:
(1) When the initial vector _(0) is equal to (0),    is a circle of positive
curvature
pjcj coth(pjcj r) on a complex line CH1(c) in CHn(c);
(2) When the initial vector _(0) is orthogonal to (0),    is a circle of pos-
itive curvature (
pjcj =2) coth(pjcj r=2) on a totally real totally geodesic
RH2(c=4) in CHn(c);
(3) When the initial vector _(0) is neither the form in (1) nor that in (2),   
is a helix of proper order 4, namely it has three positive constant curvatures
k1; k2 and k3 and each of its other curvatures kd (d = 4) vanishes in the
sense of Frenet formula, on a totally geodesic complex submanifold CH2(c)
in CHn(c).
5. Exterior differentiation of the contact form on real
hypersurfaces in a complex hyperbolic space
Before proving Theorem 2 we explain the background of Fact (2) in Introduction.
To do this, we rst recall the denition of d, which is given by
(5.1) d(X; Y ) = (1=2)fX((Y ))  Y ((X))  ([X;Y ])g for all X; Y 2 TM:
It follows from (3.3) and (5.1) that d = 0 if and only if A + A = 0. This,
together with the fact that there exist no real hypersurfaces M with A+ A = 0
on M (see Corollary 2. 12 in [14]), implies Fact (1).
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We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.
((=) It follows from d(X;Y ) = kg(X;Y ) for all X; Y 2 TM , (5.1) and (3.3)
that
0 = g(AX; Y )  g(AY;X) 2kg(X;Y ) = g((A+ A 2k)X; Y )
for each X;Y 2 TM . So our real hypersurface M satises
(5.2) A+ A = 2k:
We then have A = 0, which shows that M is a Hopf hypersurface. We next take
a principal curvature vector X orthogonal to  associated to a principal curvature
. Hence, from Lemma A and Equation (5.2) we nd that the principal curvature
 satises one of the following quadratic equations:
(5.3) 42 + 8k+ c  4k = 0 or 42   8k+ c+ 4k = 0:
Since k and  are constant, this implies that  is also constant on the connected real
hypersurfaceM . Thus we can see that our real hypersurfaceM is locally congruent
to a homogeneous Hopf hypersurface in CHn(c) (see Theorem B). We shall check
(5.2) one by one for each homogeneous Hopf hypersurface M .
When M is of type (A0), we know by the table of the principal curvatures that
A+ A =
pjcj .
When M is of type (A1;0), we see that A+ A =
pjcj coth(pjcj r=2).
When M is of type (A1;1), we have A+ A =
pjcj tanh(pjcj r=2).
WhenM is of type (A2), by the fact that V1 = V1 and V2 = V2 (see Lemma
A), we nd that our real hypersurface M does not satisfy (5.2).
When M is of type (B), by the fact that V 01 = V
0
2
and V 02 = V
0
1
for each
radius r 2 (0;1), where V 0i = fv 2 TM jAv = iv; v ? g for i = 1; 2 (see Lemma
A) we can see that our real hypersurface M satises A + A = (1 + 2) with
1 + 2 =
pjcj coth(pjcj r).
Therefore by virtue of the above discussion we can see that a real hypersurface
M satises (5.2) if and only if M is of either type (A0), type (A1;0), type (A1;1) or
type (B). We next investigate the sectional curvatures of these homogeneous real
hypersurfaces.
When M is of type (A1;0), we take a pair (X; Y ) of orthonormal vectors that are
orthogonal to . In order to estimate the sectional curvature K of M , we calculate
K(sin  X + cos   ; Y ). It follows from (3.6) that
K(sin  X + cos   ; Y ) = (c=4)fsin2  1 + 3g(X; Y )2  coth2(pjcj r=2)g:
This gives the following inequalities:
(5.4) c  (c=4) coth2(
p
jcj r=2) 5 K 5 ( c=4) coth2(
p
jcj r=2):
We remark that K(X;X) = c  (c=4) coth2(pjcj r=2) and K(X; ) = ( c=4)
coth2(
pjcj r=2) for each unit vector X orthogonal to . By easy computation we
see that c   (c=4) coth2(pjcj r=2) = 0 if and only if 0 < r 5 log 3=pjcj . Hence a
geodesic sphere G(r) is of nonnegative sectional curvature at some point x 2 M if
and only if the radius r satises 0 < r 5 log 3=
pjcj .
When M is of type (A0), by taking r ! 1 in (5.4) we have 3c=4 5 K 5  c=4
at its each point.
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WhenM is of type (A1;1), for a unit vectorX withAX = (
pjcj =2) tanh(pjcj r=2)X
from (3.6) we see
K(X;X) = c+
jcj
4
tanh2
pjcj r
2

< c+
jcj
4
=
3c
4
< 0:
When M is of type (B), by taking a unit vector X orthogonal to  with AX =
(
pjcj =2) coth(pjcj r=2)X, from (3.6) we get K(X;X) = 3c=4 < 0. Thus we have
proved the \if" part in our Theorem.
(=)) By the above discussion we get easily the \only if" part in our Theorem.
Thus we have proved Theorem 2. 
We cannot characterize a geodesic sphereG(r) of radius r with 0 < r 5 log 3=
pjcj
by the condition that there exists a positive constant k with k =
pjcj such that M
satises either d(X; Y ) = kg(X;Y ) for allX; Y 2 TM or d(X; Y ) =  kg(X;Y )
for all X;Y 2 TM . Indeed, we have the following:
Theorem C ([7]). A real hypersurface M2n 1 of CHn(c); n = 2 satises the con-
dition that there exists a positive constant k with k =
pjcj such that M satises
either d(X; Y ) = kg(X;Y ) for all X; Y 2 TM or d(X; Y ) =  kg(X;Y ) for all
X; Y 2 TM if and only if M is locally congruent to either a geodesic sphere G(r)
of radius r (0 < r 5 log 3=
pjcj ) or a homogeneous real hypersurface of type (B)
of radius r (0 < r 5 log 3=(2
pjcj )).
6. -invariance of the shape operator of real hypersurfaces in a
complex hyperbolic space
In order to guarantee Fact (3), we prove the following:
Proposition 4. There does not exist a real hypersurface M2n 1 with strongly -
invariant shape operator A in CHn(c); n = 2.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a real hypersurface M with strongly -invariant
shape operator A in this ambient space. Then the shape operator A of this real
hypersurface M satises
(6.1)  AX = AX for all X 2 TM:
Putting X =  in (6.1), we have A = 0, so that in particular, M is a Hopf
hypersurface. This, together with Lemma A(1), implies
(6.2) 2AX =
c
2
X for each vector X(? ) with AX = X:
It follows from (6.1) and (6.2) that 42 = c < 0, which is a contradiction. Thus we
get the desired conclusion. 
Remark 2. We emphasize that there do exist real hypersurfacesM2n 1 with strongly
-invariant shape operator in CP n(c); n = 2. In CP n(c); n = 2, a real hypersurface
M2n 1 has strongly -invariant shape operator if and only if M is locally congruent
to a hypersurface of type (A) with radius r = =(2
p
c ) (see [11]).
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We shall prove Theorem 3.
(=)) Since A = A holds onM (see Lemma C), for anyX;Y (2 TM) orthogonal
to  we see
g(AX; Y ) = g(AX; Y ) =  g(AX; 2Y )
=  g(AX; Y + (Y )) = g(AX; Y );
which shows that our Hopf hypersurface M has weakly -invariant shape operator.
Moreover, by the above estimation on sectional curvatures we nd that our real
hypersurface M is of nonnegative sectional curvatures at its each point. Thus we
have shown the \only if" part in our Theorem.
((=) For a unit vector X orthogonal to  with AX = X, we nd
(2  )g(AX; X) = (2  );
which, combined with Lemma A(1), implies that our Hopf hypersurface M has at
most three constant principal curvatures ; 1 and 2, where 1 and 2 are solutions
to the quadratic equation 42  4  c = 0. Then M is locally congruent to either
a hypersurface of type (A) or a homogeneous real hypersurface of type (B) (see
Theorem B). But, the principal curvatures 1 and 2 of every homogeneous real
hypersurface of type (B) do not satisfy the above quadratic equation. Hence M is
of type (A). Furthermore, by virtue of the estimation on the sectional curvature of
hypersurfaces of types (A0), (A1;0) and (A1;1) and the following estimation on the
sectional curvature of a hypersurface of type (A2)
K(X;X) = c  c
4
tanh2
pjcj
2
r

< 0 for each unit vector X 2 V2
we obtain the \if" part in our Theorem. Thus we have proved Theorem 3.
Remark 3. (1) The shape operator of every hypersurface of type (A) in a nonat
complex space form is weakly -invariant.
(2) There exist non-Hopf hypersurfaces M2n 1 with weakly -invariant shape op-
erator in a nonat complex space form fMn(c); n = 2. For example, we take an
arbitrary ruled real hypersurface M in this ambient space. Then the shape oper-
ator A of M satises g(AX; Y ) = 0 for all X; Y (? ) 2 TM (for details, see [14]).
Hence this real hypersurface M has weakly -invariant shape operator in a trivial
sense.
(3) The discussion in the proof of Theorems 2 and 3 shows that geodesic spheres
G(r) (0 < r 5 log 3=
pjcj ) in CHn(c) are the only examples of hypersurfaces of
type (A) all of whose sectional curvatures are nonnegative in this ambient space
(cf. [10]). Moreover, by virtue of [13] we can see that geodesic spheres G(r)(0 <
r 5 log 3=
pjcj) in CHn(c) are the only example of homogeneous real hypersurfaces
with nonnegative sectional curvatures in this ambient space.
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